
Genomics technologies and analysis of its data

Report

Multiple Sclerosis

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a chronic disease of the central nervous system which impacts sev-

eral regions of the brain and the spinal marrow. The disease is frequently identified in early

adulthood and usually leads to relapses of the disease. The symptoms of MS initially tend to

be mild (e.g. amblyopia) but become more severe as the disease progresses. The causes of the

disease are still largely unknown although a number of theories exist. One theory, for example,

believes that Hepatitis-B vaccination is responsible while others see hygiene as a leading factor.

In addition to these environmental factors studies examine the impact of genetic factors on

the disease (e.g. Gregory et. al, 2007). In order to further investigate genetic causes of MS

two different studies have been performed. Below is a brief description of the studies.

Genome-wide association study

To confirm and identify genetic factors for MS the genome of 386 patients with MS and 316

controls have been sequenced. The dataset MS1.RData contains the case-control SNPs data

and relevant covariates. The variables of the file are:

MS1$status . . . Whether a patient is case or control

MS1$gt . . . A matrix containing the SNP values (0, 1, 2)

Rows correspond to subjects and columns to SNPs

MS1$age . . . Age of subjects at time of genotyping

MS1$diag . . . Years since first diagnosis

MS1$sex . . . Gender of subjects (0. . . male, 1. . . female)

MS1$education . . . Years of education (0-5yrs, 6-11yrs, 12+ yrs)

MS1$ethnicity . . . Ethnicity (white, black, other)

MS1$bmi . . . Body mass index

MS1$working . . . Type of employment (manual, office, unemployed)

MS1$vacc . . . Hepatitis-B vaccine (0. . . no, 1. . . yes)

MS1$sib . . . Number of siblings



Microarray study

The objective of this study is to compare the expression levels of patients with MS treated

with Interferon β-1b to a control group. On 4 microarrays the activity of 4608 genes from 8

subjects has been measured. The dataset MS2.RData contains data of the study. The variables

of the file are:

MS2$status . . . Whether a patient is case or control

MS2$expr . . . A matrix containing the gene expression

Rows correspond to subjects and columns to genes

MS2$x . . . Position of the gene on the array (x-Axis)

MS2$y . . . Position of the gene on the array (y-Axis)

MS2$array . . . Number of the array

MS2$dyes . . . Dye used

MS2$age . . . Age of subjects at time of data collection

MS2$diag . . . Years since first diagnosis

MS2$remission . . . Time since last relapse (months)

MS2$sex . . . Gender of subjects (0. . . male, 1. . . female)

MS2$education . . . Years of education (0-5yrs, 6-11yrs, 12+ yrs)

MS2$ethnicity . . . Ethnicity (white, black, other)

MS2$bmi . . . Body mass index

MS2$working . . . Type of employment (manual, office, unemployed)

Task

Write a ∼3000 word report about possible genetic factors for MS based on the data provided.

Make sure that you link your report with the existing knowledge about genetic factors for MS.

The report is to be handed in to MSc secretary, Jane Hall in PSC B76 using the standard MSc

project sheet by Friday, 28 March 2014, 10am at the latest. In addition to the handed in hard

copies, email me the code used for your analysis.

Marking criteria

The main criterion for the mark on this project will be the appropriate use of statistical meth-

ods and the proper interpretation of the results. However, 10% of the mark will be associated



with the written communication of the report. This includes use of complete sentences, the

formatting of the text and graphs, use of sections . . . . Furthermore 15% of the marks will be

awarded for exploratory analysis of the data.

Submissions up to three days late will receive a 10% penalty and later hand-ins will get a mark

of zero.

Plagiarism

This is an individual student project and hence the report is to be produced by every student

individually. This means that this project is, open-notes, open-computer, open-everything-

except-people and no communication between students about this project is allowed. Failing

to comply will result in a zero mark for all parties involved and the incident reported.
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